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GuessWhat?! Game: What and Why?

• Visual task-oriented dialogue dataset that is conceived as a game 
from the begin. 

- Data collection with humans playing the game, incentivized to cooperate.  
- Clear objective / evaluation for both the human players and models. 

• Two Players: the Oracle and the Questionner, both see an image. 
- Oracle: sees target object and answers Questionners questions (Yes / No)  
- Questionner: asks natural language questions of Oracle and tries to guess 

the target object.



GuessWhat?!: Oracle

A. User interface
Figure 8, 9 presents the instructions for the oracle and questioner before they started their first game.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

(m) (n)

Figure 8: An example game from the perspective of the oracle. Shown from left to right and top to bottom.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o)

(p) (q)

Figure 9: An example game from the perspective of the questioner. Shown from left to right and top to bottom.

GuessWhat?!: Questionner
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Example Dialogues
B. GuessWhat?! samples

Is it human?

Is it leftmost?
Is it in the middle?

Is it an ear?

Is it a cow? 
No

Is it the one at the back ?
Yes

Are they ve humans visible?

Is it the third one from the left? Yes Does it have a horn?

Is it a horn?

Yes

Yes

Yes
No

Yes

#153521

No

No

Is it a person?

Is it in the hands of these girls?
Is it a cat?

Yes

Yes
No

The cat in the right side of the
image?

No

#23580 #16867

Figure 11: Three other examples of our dataset.

Figure 12: Same picture but different objects.

Figure 13: A long dialogue example in a very rich environment.



Example Dialogues

B. GuessWhat?! samples

Figure 11: Three other examples of our dataset.

Figure 12: Same picture but different objects.

#122119 Is it a person?
Is it on the shelves?
Is it on the oor?
Is it a cup?
Is it blue?
Is it wood?
Is it the bed?
Is it in the lower half of the image?
Is it in the lower left corner?
Is it near the blue tray with two cups?
Is it near the green and blue toy?
Is it near the boy laying on the oor?
Is it something he is touching?
Is it the remote?
Is it the one in his right hand (close to the wooden box)?

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Figure 13: A long dialogue example in a very rich environment.



Data Collection
Images come from MS COCO:
• discard objects that are too small (< 500 px2) 

• keep images that have between 3 and 20 objects

Dialogues collected using AMT
• Oracle answers: 45.6% yes and 52.2% no 
• 5.2 questions per dialogue 
• 2.3 dialogues per image 
• Success Rate: 

- 84.6% of dialogues were successful, 
- 8.4% unsuccessful 
- 7.0% not completed

GuessWhat?! picks images with 3�20 objects without fur-
ther restrictions on the object class, and thus contains three
times more images than the ReferIt datasets. To further in-
vestigate the difference between ReferIt and GuessWhat?!,
we compare three samples for the same selected object in
Fig 14 in Appendix B. While ReferIt directly locates the
object with a single expression, GuessWhat?! iteratively
narrows down the object by means of positive and negative
feedback on questions. We also observe that GuessWhat?!
dialogues favor more abstract concepts, such as ”Is it edi-
ble?” or ”Is it on oval plate?” than ReferIt.

4. GuessWhat?! Dataset

4.1. Data collection

Images We use a subset of the training and validation im-
ages and objects of the MS COCO dataset [26]. We first
discard objects that are too small (area < 500px2) to be de-
cently located by a human observer. Then, we only keep
images containing three to twenty objects, to avoid trivial
or overly complicated images. In total, we keep 77,973 im-
ages with 609,543 objects. We verified that this selection
does not significantly alter the original dataset distribution.

Amazon Mechanical Turk The data collection was
crowd-sourced on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) [9].
We created two separate tasks – known as HITs on AMT –
for the questioner and oracle roles, and rewarded the ques-
tioner slightly more than the oracle. We ensured the quality
of the data collection by several means. First, the workers
had to go through a qualification round which consisted of
successfully completing 10 games while producing fewer
than 4 mistakes or disconnects. After qualification, HITs
continue to consist of a batch of 10 successful games. We
incentivize the worker to produce as many successful di-
alogues in a row by providing bonuses for making fewer
mistakes. Secondly, players could report on each other and
players were banned after a certain number of reports. Thus,
players were incentivized to cooperate. In the end, we only
kept dialogues from qualified people and successful dia-
logues from the qualification round. In contrast to tradi-
tional dataset collection, our game requires an interactive
session between two players. Fortunately, we found that the
GuessWhat?! game was highly engaging. A total of more
than 10K people participated in our HITs, and our top ten
participants played over 2, 000 games each. Since questions
were manually typed, they could contain spelling mistakes.
Thus, we retrieved all questions containing words that do
not occur in an English dictionary and manually corrected
the 1000 most common words. For the remaining 30k ques-
tions, we created two HITs that to correct the spelling mis-
takes. See Figure 10 in Appendix A for further details.

Full Finished Success
# dialogues 155,280 144,434 131,394
# questions 821,889 732,081 648,493
# words 3,986,192 3,540,497 3,125,219
# voc. size 11,465 10,985 10,469
# voc. size (3+) 5,444 5,179 4,919
# images 66,537 65,112 62,954
# objects 134,073 125,349 114,271

Table 1: GuessWhat?! statistics split by dataset types.

4.2. Data analysis

In the following, we explore properties of the data we
collected using the GuessWhat?! game. We provide global
statistics, examine the vocabulary used by the questioners
and highlight the relationship between properties of objects
to guess and the odds of having a successful dialogue.

Dataset statistics The raw GuessWhat?! dataset is
composed of 155,280 dialogues containing 821,889 ques-
tion/answer pairs on 66,537 unique images and 134,073
unique objects. The answers are respectively 52.2% no,
45.6% yes and 2.2% N/A. On average, there are 5.2 ques-
tions per dialogue and 2.3 dialogues per image. The dia-
logues contain 3,986,192 word tokens in total, making up
11,465 different words with at least one occurrence and
5,444 words with at least 3 occurrences. Moreover, 84.6%
of the dialogues are successful, 8.4% are unsuccessful and
7.0% are not completed (disconnection, timeout etc.). Thus,
different subsets co-exist in the GuessWhat?! dataset, we
will refer to the dataset as full, finished and successful when
we include all the dialogues, all finished dialogues (success-
ful and unsuccessful) or only successful dialogues, respec-
tively. For more details, the previous statistics are broken
down into dataset types in Tab 1.

Question distributions To get a better understanding of
the GuessWhat?! games, we show the number of ques-
tions within a dialogue and the average number of questions
given the number of objects within a image in Fig 3. First,
the number of questions within a dialogue decreases expo-
nentially, as players tend to shorten their dialogues to speed
up the game (and therefore maximize their gains). More in-
terestingly, we observe that the average number of questions
given the number of objects within an image appears to fol-
low a function that grows at a rate between logarithmically
and linearly. A questioning strategy of simply listing ob-
jects (e.g. ”is it the chair”, etc.) would imply linear growth
in the number of questions, while the optimal binary search
strategy would imply logarithmic growth. Thus the human
questioners seem to imply a strategy that is somewhere in
between. We conjecture three reasons why humans do not
achieve the optimal search strategy. First, the questioner
does not have access to the ground truth list of objects in the
picture, and might, therefore, overestimate the number of
objects. Second, some humans tend to favor a linear search



Baseline models: Oracle
Task 1: Oracle (yes/no/NA answers)
• full image context (VGG16, FC8 features) 

• crop of selected object (VGG16, FC8 features) 

• spatial information features 

• object category (trainable embeddings) 

• question (trainable embeddings + LSTM)

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: (a-b) Histogram of absolute/relative successful dialogues with respect to the number of objects and the size of the
objects, respectively. (c) Evolution of answer distribution clustered by the dialogue length

Is

VGG16 VGG16

MLP

Yes/No/Not applicable

LSTM LSTM LSTM LSTM LSTM

CONTEXT CROP SPATIAL
INFORMATION

OBJECT
CATEGORY

it a vase ?

Figure 5: An schematic overview of the ”Image + Question
+ Crop + Spatial + Category” oracle model.

5.1. Oracle baselines

The oracle task requires to produce a yes-no answer for
any object within a picture given a natural language ques-
tion. We first introduce our model and then outline its
results to get a better understanding of the GuessWhat?!
dataset.

Model We propose a simple neural network based ap-
proach to this model, illustrated in Fig 5. Specifically, we
use an appropriate neural network architecture to embed
each of the following information: the image I , the cropped
object from S, its spatial information, its category c and
the current question q. These embeddings are then concate-
nated as a single vector and fed as input to a single hidden
layer MLP that outputs the final answer distribution using
a softmax layer. Finally, we minimize the cross-entropy er-
ror during the training and report the classification error at
evaluation time.

The details on how we compute the embeddings are as

follows. To embed the full image, it is rescaled to a 224

by 224 image and is passed through a pre-trained VGG net-
work to obtain its FC8 features. As for the selected object, it
is first cropped by finding the smallest rectangle that encap-
sulates it, based on its segmentation mask. We then rescale
the crop to a 224 by 224 square, before obtaining its FC8
features from the pre-trained VGG network. Although we
could use the mask to drop out pixels around the selected
object, we keep the crop as is since pre-trained VGG net-
works are exposed to such background noise during their
training. We also embed the spatial information of the crop,
to help locate the cropped object within the whole image.
To do so, we follow the approach of [18, 48] and extract an
8-dimensional vector of the location of the bounding box:

x
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, y
center

, w
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denote the width and height of the
bounding box, respectively. We normalize the image height
and width such that coordinates range from �1 to 1, and
place the origin at the center of the image. As for the object
category, we convert its one-hot class vector into a dense
category embedding using a learned look-up table. Finally,
the embedding of the current natural language question q
is computed using an Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
network [17] where questions are first tokenized by using
the word punct tokenizer from the python nltk toolkit [7].
For simplicity, we decided to ignore the question-answer
pairs history q

<t

in our oracle baseline.
Training setting We train all oracle models on the full
dataset. During training, we keep the parameters of the
VGG network fixed, and optimize the LSTM, object cate-
gory/word look-up tables and MLP parameters by minimiz-
ing the negative log-likelihood of the correct answer. We
use ADAM [22] for optimization and train for at most 15
epochs. We use early stopping on the validation set, and
report the train, valid and test error.
Results We report results for several oracle models us-
ing a different set of inputs in Table 2. We name the
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Model Train err Val err Test err
Dominant class (no) 47.4% 46.2% 50.9%
Question 40.2% 41.7% 41.2%
Image 45.7% 46.7% 46.7%
Crop 40.9% 42.7% 43.0%
Question + Crop 22.3% 29.1% 29.2%
Question + Image 37.9% 40.2% 39.8%
Question + Category 23.1% 25.8% 25.7%
Question + Spatial 28.0% 31.2% 31.3%
Question + Category + Spatial 17.2% 21.1% 21.5%
Question + Category + Crop 20.4% 24.4% 24.7%
Question + Spatial + Crop 19.4% 26.0% 26.2%
Question + Category + Spatial + Crop 16.1% 21.7% 22.1%
Question + Spatial + Crop + Image 20.7% 27.7% 27.9%
Question + Category + Spatial + Image 19.2% 23.2% 23.5%

Table 2: Classification errors for the oracle baselines on
train, valid and test set. The best performing model is
”Question + Category + Spatial” and refers to the MLP that
takes the question, the selected object class and its spatial
features as input.

model after the input we feed to it. For instance, (Ques-
tion+Category+Spatial+Image) refers to the network fed
with the question q, the object category c, the spatial fea-
tures x

spatial

and the full image I . The results of all subsets
are reported in Table 6 in Appendix C.

Because the GuessWhat?! dataset is fairly balanced,
simply outputting the most common answer in the training
set – No – results in a high 50.8% error rate. Solely pro-
viding the image or crop features barely improves upon this
result. Only using the question slightly improves the error
rate to 41.2%. We speculate that this small bias comes from
questioners that refer to objects that are never segmented or
overrepresented categories. As hoped, we observe that the
error rate significantly drops (< 31%) when we finally feed
information on the object to guess (crop, spatial or category)
to the model. We find that crop and category information are
redundant: the (Question+Category) and (Question+Crop)
model achieve respectively 29.2% and 25.7% error, while
the combined model (Question+Category+Crop) achieves
24.7%. In general, we expect the object crop to contain ad-
ditional information, such as color information, beside the
object class. However, we find that the object category out-
performs the object crop embedding. This might be partly
due to the imperfect feature extraction from the crops. Fi-
nally, our best performing model combines object category
and its spatial features along with the question.

5.2. Questioner baselines
Given an image, the questioner must ask a series of ques-

tions and guess the correct object. We separate the ques-
tioner task into two different sub-tasks that are trained inde-
pendently:

Guesser Given an image I and a sequence of questions and
answers D

J

, predict the correct object Ocorrect from the

Figure 6: Overview of the guesser model for an image with
4 segmented objects. The weights are shared among the
MLPs, this allows for an arbitrary number of objects.

Model Train err Val err Test err
Human 9.0% 9.2% 9.2%
Random 82.9% 82.9% 82.9%
LSTM 27.9% 37.9% 38.7%
HRED 32.6% 38.2% 39.0%
LSTM+VGG 26.1% 38.5% 39.5%
HRED+VGG 27.4% 38.4% 39.6%

Table 3: Classification errors for the guesser baselines on
train, valid and test set.

set of all objects O.

Question Generator Given an image I and a sequence of
T questions and answers DT

, produce a new ques-
tion q

T+1.

In general, one also needs a module to determine when to
start guessing the object (and stop asking questions). In our
baseline, we bypass this issue by fixing the number of ques-
tions to 5 for the question generator model.
Guesser The role of the guesser model is to predict the
correct object. To do so, the guesser has access to the
image, the dialogue and the list of objects in the image.
We encode the image by extracting its FC8 features from
VGG16 network. A dialogue of a GuessWhat?! game is a
sequence on two different levels: there is a variable number
of question-answer pairs where each question in turn con-
sists of a variable-length sequence of tokens. This can be
encoded into a fixed size vector by using either an LSTM
encoder [17] or an HRED encoder [38]. While the LSTM
encoder considers the dialogue as one flat sequence, HRED
explicitly models the hierarchy by two different Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN). First, an encoder RNN creates a
fixed-size representation of a question or answer by reading
in its tokens and taking the last hidden state of the RNN.
This representation is then processed by the context RNN
to obtain a representation of the current dialogue state. For
both models, we concatenate the image and dialogue fea-
tures and do a dot-product with the embedding for all the
objects in the image, followed by a softmax to obtain a pre-
diction distribution over the objects. Given the best perfor-
mance of the ”Question+Category+Spat” oracle model, we



Baseline models: Guesser
Task 2: Answer guessing
• Dialogue represented by LSTM or HRED 
• Each object embedded by a (shared) MLP with spatial and object features

Model Train err Val err Test err
Dominant class (no) 47.4% 46.2% 50.9%
Question 40.2% 41.7% 41.2%
Image 45.7% 46.7% 46.7%
Crop 40.9% 42.7% 43.0%
Question + Crop 22.3% 29.1% 29.2%
Question + Image 37.9% 40.2% 39.8%
Question + Category 23.1% 25.8% 25.7%
Question + Spatial 28.0% 31.2% 31.3%
Question + Category + Spatial 17.2% 21.1% 21.5%
Question + Category + Crop 20.4% 24.4% 24.7%
Question + Spatial + Crop 19.4% 26.0% 26.2%
Question + Category + Spatial + Crop 16.1% 21.7% 22.1%
Question + Spatial + Crop + Image 20.7% 27.7% 27.9%
Question + Category + Spatial + Image 19.2% 23.2% 23.5%

Table 2: Classification errors for the oracle baselines on
train, valid and test set. The best performing model is
”Question + Category + Spatial” and refers to the MLP that
takes the question, the selected object class and its spatial
features as input.

model after the input we feed to it. For instance, (Ques-
tion+Category+Spatial+Image) refers to the network fed
with the question q, the object category c, the spatial fea-
tures x

spatial

and the full image I . The results of all subsets
are reported in Table 6 in Appendix C.

Because the GuessWhat?! dataset is fairly balanced,
simply outputting the most common answer in the training
set – No – results in a high 50.8% error rate. Solely pro-
viding the image or crop features barely improves upon this
result. Only using the question slightly improves the error
rate to 41.2%. We speculate that this small bias comes from
questioners that refer to objects that are never segmented or
overrepresented categories. As hoped, we observe that the
error rate significantly drops (< 31%) when we finally feed
information on the object to guess (crop, spatial or category)
to the model. We find that crop and category information are
redundant: the (Question+Category) and (Question+Crop)
model achieve respectively 29.2% and 25.7% error, while
the combined model (Question+Category+Crop) achieves
24.7%. In general, we expect the object crop to contain ad-
ditional information, such as color information, beside the
object class. However, we find that the object category out-
performs the object crop embedding. This might be partly
due to the imperfect feature extraction from the crops. Fi-
nally, our best performing model combines object category
and its spatial features along with the question.

5.2. Questioner baselines
Given an image, the questioner must ask a series of ques-

tions and guess the correct object. We separate the ques-
tioner task into two different sub-tasks that are trained inde-
pendently:

Guesser Given an image I and a sequence of questions and
answers D

J

, predict the correct object Ocorrect from the

LSTM / HRED
encoder

Is it a vase? Yes 
Is it partially visible? No
Is it in the left corner? No
Is it the turquoise and purple one? Yes
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obj1
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Figure 6: Overview of the guesser model for an image with
4 segmented objects. The weights are shared among the
MLPs, this allows for an arbitrary number of objects.

Model Train err Val err Test err
Human 9.0% 9.2% 9.2%
Random 82.9% 82.9% 82.9%
LSTM 27.9% 37.9% 38.7%
HRED 32.6% 38.2% 39.0%
LSTM+VGG 26.1% 38.5% 39.5%
HRED+VGG 27.4% 38.4% 39.6%

Table 3: Classification errors for the guesser baselines on
train, valid and test set.

set of all objects O.

Question Generator Given an image I and a sequence of
T questions and answers DT

, produce a new ques-
tion q

T+1.

In general, one also needs a module to determine when to
start guessing the object (and stop asking questions). In our
baseline, we bypass this issue by fixing the number of ques-
tions to 5 for the question generator model.
Guesser The role of the guesser model is to predict the
correct object. To do so, the guesser has access to the
image, the dialogue and the list of objects in the image.
We encode the image by extracting its FC8 features from
VGG16 network. A dialogue of a GuessWhat?! game is a
sequence on two different levels: there is a variable number
of question-answer pairs where each question in turn con-
sists of a variable-length sequence of tokens. This can be
encoded into a fixed size vector by using either an LSTM
encoder [17] or an HRED encoder [38]. While the LSTM
encoder considers the dialogue as one flat sequence, HRED
explicitly models the hierarchy by two different Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN). First, an encoder RNN creates a
fixed-size representation of a question or answer by reading
in its tokens and taking the last hidden state of the RNN.
This representation is then processed by the context RNN
to obtain a representation of the current dialogue state. For
both models, we concatenate the image and dialogue fea-
tures and do a dot-product with the embedding for all the
objects in the image, followed by a softmax to obtain a pre-
diction distribution over the objects. Given the best perfor-
mance of the ”Question+Category+Spat” oracle model, we

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: (a-b) Histogram of absolute/relative successful dialogues with respect to the number of objects and the size of the
objects, respectively. (c) Evolution of answer distribution clustered by the dialogue length

CONTEXT

Figure 5: An schematic overview of the ”Image + Question
+ Crop + Spatial + Category” oracle model.

5.1. Oracle baselines

The oracle task requires to produce a yes-no answer for
any object within a picture given a natural language ques-
tion. We first introduce our model and then outline its
results to get a better understanding of the GuessWhat?!
dataset.

Model We propose a simple neural network based ap-
proach to this model, illustrated in Fig 5. Specifically, we
use an appropriate neural network architecture to embed
each of the following information: the image I , the cropped
object from S, its spatial information, its category c and
the current question q. These embeddings are then concate-
nated as a single vector and fed as input to a single hidden
layer MLP that outputs the final answer distribution using
a softmax layer. Finally, we minimize the cross-entropy er-
ror during the training and report the classification error at
evaluation time.

The details on how we compute the embeddings are as

follows. To embed the full image, it is rescaled to a 224

by 224 image and is passed through a pre-trained VGG net-
work to obtain its FC8 features. As for the selected object, it
is first cropped by finding the smallest rectangle that encap-
sulates it, based on its segmentation mask. We then rescale
the crop to a 224 by 224 square, before obtaining its FC8
features from the pre-trained VGG network. Although we
could use the mask to drop out pixels around the selected
object, we keep the crop as is since pre-trained VGG net-
works are exposed to such background noise during their
training. We also embed the spatial information of the crop,
to help locate the cropped object within the whole image.
To do so, we follow the approach of [18, 48] and extract an
8-dimensional vector of the location of the bounding box:
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where w
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denote the width and height of the
bounding box, respectively. We normalize the image height
and width such that coordinates range from �1 to 1, and
place the origin at the center of the image. As for the object
category, we convert its one-hot class vector into a dense
category embedding using a learned look-up table. Finally,
the embedding of the current natural language question q
is computed using an Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
network [17] where questions are first tokenized by using
the word punct tokenizer from the python nltk toolkit [7].
For simplicity, we decided to ignore the question-answer
pairs history q

<t

in our oracle baseline.
Training setting We train all oracle models on the full
dataset. During training, we keep the parameters of the
VGG network fixed, and optimize the LSTM, object cate-
gory/word look-up tables and MLP parameters by minimiz-
ing the negative log-likelihood of the correct answer. We
use ADAM [22] for optimization and train for at most 15
epochs. We use early stopping on the validation set, and
report the train, valid and test error.
Results We report results for several oracle models us-
ing a different set of inputs in Table 2. We name the



Baseline models: Guesser
Task 2: Answer guessing
• Dialogue represented by LSTM or HRED 
• Each object embedded by a (shared) MLP with spatial and object features

Model Train err Val err Test err
Dominant class (no) 47.4% 46.2% 50.9%
Question 40.2% 41.7% 41.2%
Image 45.7% 46.7% 46.7%
Crop 40.9% 42.7% 43.0%
Question + Crop 22.3% 29.1% 29.2%
Question + Image 37.9% 40.2% 39.8%
Question + Category 23.1% 25.8% 25.7%
Question + Spatial 28.0% 31.2% 31.3%
Question + Category + Spatial 17.2% 21.1% 21.5%
Question + Category + Crop 20.4% 24.4% 24.7%
Question + Spatial + Crop 19.4% 26.0% 26.2%
Question + Category + Spatial + Crop 16.1% 21.7% 22.1%
Question + Spatial + Crop + Image 20.7% 27.7% 27.9%
Question + Category + Spatial + Image 19.2% 23.2% 23.5%

Table 2: Classification errors for the oracle baselines on
train, valid and test set. The best performing model is
”Question + Category + Spatial” and refers to the MLP that
takes the question, the selected object class and its spatial
features as input.

model after the input we feed to it. For instance, (Ques-
tion+Category+Spatial+Image) refers to the network fed
with the question q, the object category c, the spatial fea-
tures x

spatial

and the full image I . The results of all subsets
are reported in Table 6 in Appendix C.

Because the GuessWhat?! dataset is fairly balanced,
simply outputting the most common answer in the training
set – No – results in a high 50.8% error rate. Solely pro-
viding the image or crop features barely improves upon this
result. Only using the question slightly improves the error
rate to 41.2%. We speculate that this small bias comes from
questioners that refer to objects that are never segmented or
overrepresented categories. As hoped, we observe that the
error rate significantly drops (< 31%) when we finally feed
information on the object to guess (crop, spatial or category)
to the model. We find that crop and category information are
redundant: the (Question+Category) and (Question+Crop)
model achieve respectively 29.2% and 25.7% error, while
the combined model (Question+Category+Crop) achieves
24.7%. In general, we expect the object crop to contain ad-
ditional information, such as color information, beside the
object class. However, we find that the object category out-
performs the object crop embedding. This might be partly
due to the imperfect feature extraction from the crops. Fi-
nally, our best performing model combines object category
and its spatial features along with the question.

5.2. Questioner baselines
Given an image, the questioner must ask a series of ques-

tions and guess the correct object. We separate the ques-
tioner task into two different sub-tasks that are trained inde-
pendently:

Guesser Given an image I and a sequence of questions and
answers D

J

, predict the correct object Ocorrect from the

LSTM / HRED
encoder

Is it a vase? Yes 
Is it partially visible? No
Is it in the left corner? No
Is it the turquoise and purple one? Yes
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Figure 6: Overview of the guesser model for an image with
4 segmented objects. The weights are shared among the
MLPs, this allows for an arbitrary number of objects.

Model Train err Val err Test err
Human 9.0% 9.2% 9.2%
Random 82.9% 82.9% 82.9%
LSTM 27.9% 37.9% 38.7%
HRED 32.6% 38.2% 39.0%
LSTM+VGG 26.1% 38.5% 39.5%
HRED+VGG 27.4% 38.4% 39.6%

Table 3: Classification errors for the guesser baselines on
train, valid and test set.

set of all objects O.

Question Generator Given an image I and a sequence of
T questions and answers DT

, produce a new ques-
tion q

T+1.

In general, one also needs a module to determine when to
start guessing the object (and stop asking questions). In our
baseline, we bypass this issue by fixing the number of ques-
tions to 5 for the question generator model.
Guesser The role of the guesser model is to predict the
correct object. To do so, the guesser has access to the
image, the dialogue and the list of objects in the image.
We encode the image by extracting its FC8 features from
VGG16 network. A dialogue of a GuessWhat?! game is a
sequence on two different levels: there is a variable number
of question-answer pairs where each question in turn con-
sists of a variable-length sequence of tokens. This can be
encoded into a fixed size vector by using either an LSTM
encoder [17] or an HRED encoder [38]. While the LSTM
encoder considers the dialogue as one flat sequence, HRED
explicitly models the hierarchy by two different Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN). First, an encoder RNN creates a
fixed-size representation of a question or answer by reading
in its tokens and taking the last hidden state of the RNN.
This representation is then processed by the context RNN
to obtain a representation of the current dialogue state. For
both models, we concatenate the image and dialogue fea-
tures and do a dot-product with the embedding for all the
objects in the image, followed by a softmax to obtain a pre-
diction distribution over the objects. Given the best perfor-
mance of the ”Question+Category+Spat” oracle model, we
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Figure 4: (a-b) Histogram of absolute/relative successful dialogues with respect to the number of objects and the size of the
objects, respectively. (c) Evolution of answer distribution clustered by the dialogue length
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Figure 5: An schematic overview of the ”Image + Question
+ Crop + Spatial + Category” oracle model.

5.1. Oracle baselines

The oracle task requires to produce a yes-no answer for
any object within a picture given a natural language ques-
tion. We first introduce our model and then outline its
results to get a better understanding of the GuessWhat?!
dataset.

Model We propose a simple neural network based ap-
proach to this model, illustrated in Fig 5. Specifically, we
use an appropriate neural network architecture to embed
each of the following information: the image I , the cropped
object from S, its spatial information, its category c and
the current question q. These embeddings are then concate-
nated as a single vector and fed as input to a single hidden
layer MLP that outputs the final answer distribution using
a softmax layer. Finally, we minimize the cross-entropy er-
ror during the training and report the classification error at
evaluation time.

The details on how we compute the embeddings are as

follows. To embed the full image, it is rescaled to a 224

by 224 image and is passed through a pre-trained VGG net-
work to obtain its FC8 features. As for the selected object, it
is first cropped by finding the smallest rectangle that encap-
sulates it, based on its segmentation mask. We then rescale
the crop to a 224 by 224 square, before obtaining its FC8
features from the pre-trained VGG network. Although we
could use the mask to drop out pixels around the selected
object, we keep the crop as is since pre-trained VGG net-
works are exposed to such background noise during their
training. We also embed the spatial information of the crop,
to help locate the cropped object within the whole image.
To do so, we follow the approach of [18, 48] and extract an
8-dimensional vector of the location of the bounding box:
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where w
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denote the width and height of the
bounding box, respectively. We normalize the image height
and width such that coordinates range from �1 to 1, and
place the origin at the center of the image. As for the object
category, we convert its one-hot class vector into a dense
category embedding using a learned look-up table. Finally,
the embedding of the current natural language question q
is computed using an Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
network [17] where questions are first tokenized by using
the word punct tokenizer from the python nltk toolkit [7].
For simplicity, we decided to ignore the question-answer
pairs history q

<t

in our oracle baseline.
Training setting We train all oracle models on the full
dataset. During training, we keep the parameters of the
VGG network fixed, and optimize the LSTM, object cate-
gory/word look-up tables and MLP parameters by minimiz-
ing the negative log-likelihood of the correct answer. We
use ADAM [22] for optimization and train for at most 15
epochs. We use early stopping on the validation set, and
report the train, valid and test error.
Results We report results for several oracle models us-
ing a different set of inputs in Table 2. We name the

Model Train err Val err Test err
Dominant class (no) 47.4% 46.2% 50.9%
Question 40.2% 41.7% 41.2%
Image 45.7% 46.7% 46.7%
Crop 40.9% 42.7% 43.0%
Question + Crop 22.3% 29.1% 29.2%
Question + Image 37.9% 40.2% 39.8%
Question + Category 23.1% 25.8% 25.7%
Question + Spatial 28.0% 31.2% 31.3%
Question + Category + Spatial 17.2% 21.1% 21.5%
Question + Category + Crop 20.4% 24.4% 24.7%
Question + Spatial + Crop 19.4% 26.0% 26.2%
Question + Category + Spatial + Crop 16.1% 21.7% 22.1%
Question + Spatial + Crop + Image 20.7% 27.7% 27.9%
Question + Category + Spatial + Image 19.2% 23.2% 23.5%

Table 2: Classification errors for the oracle baselines on
train, valid and test set. The best performing model is
”Question + Category + Spatial” and refers to the MLP that
takes the question, the selected object class and its spatial
features as input.

model after the input we feed to it. For instance, (Ques-
tion+Category+Spatial+Image) refers to the network fed
with the question q, the object category c, the spatial fea-
tures x

spatial

and the full image I . The results of all subsets
are reported in Table 6 in Appendix C.

Because the GuessWhat?! dataset is fairly balanced,
simply outputting the most common answer in the training
set – No – results in a high 50.8% error rate. Solely pro-
viding the image or crop features barely improves upon this
result. Only using the question slightly improves the error
rate to 41.2%. We speculate that this small bias comes from
questioners that refer to objects that are never segmented or
overrepresented categories. As hoped, we observe that the
error rate significantly drops (< 31%) when we finally feed
information on the object to guess (crop, spatial or category)
to the model. We find that crop and category information are
redundant: the (Question+Category) and (Question+Crop)
model achieve respectively 29.2% and 25.7% error, while
the combined model (Question+Category+Crop) achieves
24.7%. In general, we expect the object crop to contain ad-
ditional information, such as color information, beside the
object class. However, we find that the object category out-
performs the object crop embedding. This might be partly
due to the imperfect feature extraction from the crops. Fi-
nally, our best performing model combines object category
and its spatial features along with the question.

5.2. Questioner baselines
Given an image, the questioner must ask a series of ques-

tions and guess the correct object. We separate the ques-
tioner task into two different sub-tasks that are trained inde-
pendently:

Guesser Given an image I and a sequence of questions and
answers D

J

, predict the correct object Ocorrect from the

Figure 6: Overview of the guesser model for an image with
4 segmented objects. The weights are shared among the
MLPs, this allows for an arbitrary number of objects.

Model Train err Val err Test err
Human 9.0% 9.2% 9.2%
Random 82.9% 82.9% 82.9%
LSTM 27.9% 37.9% 38.7%
HRED 32.6% 38.2% 39.0%
LSTM+VGG 26.1% 38.5% 39.5%
HRED+VGG 27.4% 38.4% 39.6%

Table 3: Classification errors for the guesser baselines on
train, valid and test set.

set of all objects O.

Question Generator Given an image I and a sequence of
T questions and answers DT

, produce a new ques-
tion q

T+1.

In general, one also needs a module to determine when to
start guessing the object (and stop asking questions). In our
baseline, we bypass this issue by fixing the number of ques-
tions to 5 for the question generator model.
Guesser The role of the guesser model is to predict the
correct object. To do so, the guesser has access to the
image, the dialogue and the list of objects in the image.
We encode the image by extracting its FC8 features from
VGG16 network. A dialogue of a GuessWhat?! game is a
sequence on two different levels: there is a variable number
of question-answer pairs where each question in turn con-
sists of a variable-length sequence of tokens. This can be
encoded into a fixed size vector by using either an LSTM
encoder [17] or an HRED encoder [38]. While the LSTM
encoder considers the dialogue as one flat sequence, HRED
explicitly models the hierarchy by two different Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN). First, an encoder RNN creates a
fixed-size representation of a question or answer by reading
in its tokens and taking the last hidden state of the RNN.
This representation is then processed by the context RNN
to obtain a representation of the current dialogue state. For
both models, we concatenate the image and dialogue fea-
tures and do a dot-product with the embedding for all the
objects in the image, followed by a softmax to obtain a pre-
diction distribution over the objects. Given the best perfor-
mance of the ”Question+Category+Spat” oracle model, we



Task 3: Question generator, an RL approach 
• Consider the Guesser and Oracle as fixed (we will use the baseline models).  
• Action space: set { Vocabulary V, Stop Dialogue <Stop>, Stop Question <?> }  
• Reward: 1 if the Guesser guesses the correct object, 0 if not.
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Image Beam Search REINFORCE Image Beam Search REINFORCE
Is it a person ? no Is it a person ? no Is it a cat ? no Is it a cat ? no
Is it a ball ? no Is a glove ? no Is it a book ? no Is it on the table ? yes
Is it a ball ? no Is an umbrella ? no Is it a book ? no Is it the book ? no
Is it a ball ? no Is in the middle ? no Is it a book ? no Is it fully visible? yes
Is it a ball ? no On a person? no Is it a book ? no

is it on on far right? yes
Failure (blue bat) Success (red chair) Failure (person) Success (bowl)

Is it a person ? yes Is it a person ? yes Is it a bag ? yes Is it a suitcase? yes
Is it the one in front ? yes Is it girl in white ? yes Is it red ? no Is it in the left side ? yes
Is it the one on the left ? no Is it the one in the middle ? no
Is it the one in the middle
with the red umbrella ? yes

Is it the one on the far right ?
no

Is it the one to the right of
the girl in ? no

Is it the one with the blue bag
? yes

Failure (umbrella) Success (girl) Success (most left bag) Failure (left bag)

Table 1: Samples extracted from the test set. The blue (resp. purple) box corresponds to the object picked by the guesser for the
beam-search (resp. REINFORCE) dialogue. The small verbose description is added to refer to the object picked by the guesser.

New Objects New Pictures

Baseline
Sampling 46.4% ± 0.2 45.0% ± 0.1

Greedy 48.2% ± 0.1 46.9%
BSearch 53.4% ± 0.0 53.0%

REINFORCE Sampling 63.2%± 0.3 62.0%± 0.2
Greedy 58.6% ± 0.0 57.5%

BSearch 54.3% ± 0.1 53.2%

Table 2: Accuracies of the models as a percentage of human
performance of the QGen trained with the baseline and RE-
INFORCE. New objects refers to uniformly sampling objects
within the training set, while new pictures refer to the test set.

of human performance (84.4%), estimated from the dataset.
We report the scores in Table 2, in which we compare sam-
pling objects from the training set (New Objects) and test set
(New Pictures) i.e. unseen pictures. We report the standard
deviation over 5 runs in order to account for the sampling
stochasticity. On the test set, the baseline obtains 45.0% ac-
curacy, while training with REINFORCE improves to 62.0%.
This is also a significant improvement over the beam-search
baseline, which achieves 53.0% on the test-set. The beam-
search procedure improves over sampling from the baseline,
but interestingly lowers the score for REINFORCE.

Samples We qualitatively compare the two methods by an-
alyzing a few generated samples, as shown in Table 1. We
observe that the beam-search baseline trained in a supervised
fashion keeps repeating the same questions, as can be seen
in the two top examples in Tab. 1. We noticed this behav-
ior especially on the test set i.e. when confronted with unseen
pictures, which may highlight some generalization issues. We
also find that the beam-search baseline generates longer ques-
tions (7.1 tokens on average) compared to REINFORCE (4.0
tokens on average). This qualitative difference is clearly visi-
ble in the bottom-left example, which also highlights that the
supervised baseline sometimes generates visually relevant but
incoherent sequences of questions. For instance, asking ”Is it
the one to the right of the girl in?” is not a very logical follow-
up of ”Is it the one in the middle with the red umbrella?”. In
contrast, REINFORCE seem to implement a more grounded
and relevant strategy: ”Is it girl in white?” is a reasonable
follow-up to ”Is it a person?”. In general, we observe that
REINFORCE favor enumerating object categories (”is it a

person?”) or absolute spatial information (”Is it left?”). Note
these are also the type of questions that the oracle is expected
to answer correctly, hence, REINFORCE is able to tailor its
strategy towards the strengths of the oracle.

Dialogue length For the REINFORCE trained QGen, we
investigate the impact of the dialogue length on the success
ratio in Fig. 5. Interestingly, REINFORCE learns to stop on
average after 4.1 questions, although we did not encode a
question penalty into the reward function. This policy may
be enforced by the guesser since asking additional but noisy
questions greatly lower the prediction accuracy of the guesser
as shown in Tab. 1. Therefore, the QGen learns to stop ask-
ing questions when a dialogue contains enough information
to retrieve the target object. However, we observe that the
QGen sometimes stops too early, especially when the image
contains too many objects of the same category. Interest-
ingly, we also found that the beam-search fails to stop the dia-
logue. Beam-search uses a length-normalized log-likelihood
to score candidate sequences to avoid a bias towards shorter
questions. However, questions in GuessWhat?! almost al-
ways start with ”is it”, which increases the average log likeli-
hood of a question significantly. The score of a new question
might thus (almost) always be higher than emitting a single
<stop> token. Our finding was further confirmed by the fact
that a sampling procedure did stop the dialogue.

Vocabulary Sampling from the supervised baseline on the
test set results in 2,893 unique words, while sampling from
the REINFORCE trained model reduces its size to 1,194.
However, beam search only uses 512 unique words which is
consistent with the observed poor variety of questions.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed to build a training environment
from supervised deep learning baselines in order to train
a DeepRL agent to solve a goal-oriented multi-modal dia-
logue task. We show the promise of this approach on the
GuessWhat?! dataset, and observe quantitatively and quali-
tatively an encouraging improvement over a supervised base-
line model. While supervised learning models fail to generate
a coherent dialogue strategy, our method learns when to stop
after generating a sequence of relevant questions.

• by fixing the oracle+guesser and training the question generator with REINFORCE, can 
improve the success rate of dialogues (% above are relative to the human performance)



Improving the Oracle
• Modulating early visual processing by language. Harm de Vries, 

Florian Strub, Jérémie Mary, Hugo Larochelle, Olivier Pietquin, 
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• Further system performance improvement is limited by the 
oracle performance.  

• Modulate early visual processing by Conditioned Batch 
Normalization. Inspiration: 
- Dumoulin et al. A Learned Representation For Artistic Style. ICLR 2017.

Figure 3: An overview of the MORES architecture conditioned on the language embedding. MORES
modulates the batch norm parameters in all residual blocks.

the pooling layer). For input of size 224x224 these feature maps are of size 7x7, and we incorporate
a spatial attention mechanism, conditioned on the question embedding eq , to pool over the spatial
dimensions. Formally, given a feature maps F

i,·,·,· and question embedding eq , we obtain a visual
embedding ev as follows:

⇠
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w,h

Fi,·,w,h (6)

where [Fi,·,w,h; eq] denotes concatenating the two vectors. We use an MLP with one hidden layer
and ReLU activations whose parameters are shared along the spatial dimensions. The visual and
question embedding are then fused by an element-wise product [1, 13] as follows:

fuse(eq, ev) = P T

�
(tanh(UTeq)) � (tanh(V Tev))

�
+ b

P

, (7)
where � denotes an element-wise product, P , U and V are trainable weight matrices and b

P

is a bias.
The linguistic and perceptual representations are first projected to a space of equal dimensionality,
after which a tanh non-linearity is applied. A fused vector is then computed by an element-wise
product between the two representations. From this joined embedding we finally predict an answer
distribution by a linear layer followed by a softmax activation function.

As for our training procedure, we select the 2k most-common answers from the training set, and
use a cross-entropy loss over the distribution of provided answers. We train on the training set, do
early-stopping on the validation set, and report the accuracies on the test-dev using the evaluation
script provided by [1].

Noticeably, MORES modulates the entire visual processing pipeline and therefore backpropagates
through all convolutional layers. This requires much more GPU memory than using extracted features.
To feasibly run such experiments on today’s hardware, we rescale the images to 224x224 and use
ResNet-50 in our experiments. We emphasize that current state-of-the-art models extract ResNet-152
features from images of size 448x448, and therefore have stronger performance because of better
perceptual feature extraction. However, we believe that the results of our small-scale experiments
should carry over to these bigger convolutional networks.

4.2 GuessWhat?!

GuessWhat?! is a cooperative two-player game in which both players see the image of a rich visual
scene with several objects. One player – the Oracle – is randomly assigned an object in the scene.
This object is not known by the other player – the questioner – whose goal it is to locate the hidden
object. To do so, the questioner can ask a series of yes-no questions which are answered by the
Oracle [6].

In this paper, we focus on the Oracle task, which is a form of visual question answering in which
the answers are limited to yes, no and not applicable. The full dataset is composed of 822K binary

5

Visual Features
Table 3: GuessWhat?! test errors for the Oracle model with different embeddings. Lower is better.

Raw features ft stage4 Ft BN CBN
Crop 29.92% 27.48% 27.94% 25.06%
Crop + Spatial + Category 22.55% 22.68% 22.42% 19.52%
Spatial + Category 21.5%

In Table 1 we observe that MORES 224x224 performs slightly lower than state of the art models. In-
creasing the size of the image to 448x448 enable to match state of the art results with a 62.15%. While
MCB [9] reports slightly better performance, the model relies on pre-extracted image embedding
from a ResNet-152 fed with image of size 448x448 while MORES only rely on ResNet-50.

GuessWhat?! We report the best test errors for the outlined method on the Oracle task of Guess-
What?! in Table 3. We first compare the results when we only feed the crop of the selected object to
the model. We observe the same trend as in VQA. With an error of 25.06%, CBN performs better
than than either fine-tuning the final block (27.48% error) or the batch-norm parameters (27.94%
error), which in turn improve over just using the raw features (29.92% error). Note that the relative
improvement ( 5 error points) for CBN is much bigger for GuessWhat?! than for VQA.

We therefore also investigate the performance of the methods when we include the spatial and
category information. We observe that finetuning the last layers or BN parameters does not improve
the performance, while MORES improves the best reported test error with 2 points to 19.52% error.

4.5 Discussion

By analyzing the results from both VQA and GuessWhat?! experiments, it is possible to have a better
insight regarding MORES capabilities.

MORES vs Fine tuning In both experiments, MORES outperforms Ft BN. Both methods update
the same ResNet parameters so this demonstrates that it is important to condition on the language
representation. MORES also outperforms Ft Stage 4 on both tasks which shows that the performance
gain of MORES is not due to the increased model capacity.

Conditional embedding In the provided baselines of the Oracle task of GuessWhat?! [6], the
authors observed that the best test error (21.5%) is obtained by only providing the object category and
its spatial location. For this model, including the raw features of the object crop actually deteriorates
the performance to 22.55% error. This means that this baseline fails to extract relevant information
from the images which is not in the handcrafted features. Therefore the Oracle can not answer
correctly questions which requires more than the use of spatial information and object category. In
the baseline model, the embedding of the crop from a generic ResNet does not help to answer the
question even when we finetune the stage 4 or BN. In contrast, in MORES it helps to better answer
questions as the test error drops by 2 points.

Ablation study We investigate the impact of only modulating the top layers of a ResNet. We report
these results in Table 2. Interestingly, we observe that the performance slowly decreases when we
apply CBN exclusively to later stages. We stress that for best performance it’s important to modulate
all stages, but if computational resources are limited we recommend to apply it to the two last stages.

Visualizing the representations In order to gain more insight into our proposed fusion mechanism,
we compare visualizations of the visual embeddings created by our baseline model and MORES.
We first randomly picked 1000 unique image/question pairs from the validation set of VQA. For the
trained MORES model, we extract image features just before the attention mechanism of MORES,
which we will compare with extracted ResNet-50 features (as used in our baseline). We first
decrease the dimensionality by average pooling over the spatial dimensions of the feature map, and
subsequently apply t-SNE [24] to these set of embeddings. We color the points according to the
answer type provided by the VQA dataset, and show these visualizations for both models in Fig 4.
Interestingly, we observe that all answer types are spread out for raw image features. In contrast,
the representations of MORES are cleanly grouped into three answer types. This demonstrates that
MORES successfully disentangles the images representations by answer type which is likely to ease
the later fusion process. In Appendix B we visualize this disentangling process stage by stage.

7

Test Error
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for Visual Reasoning

FiLM: Visual Reasoning with a General Conditioning Layer.
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CLEVR Dataset
Q: What number of cylinders 
are small purple things or 
yellow rubber things?  
 
A: ?2



Previous Work: Strong Priors

Johnson et al.  
Inferring and Executing Programs 
for Visual Reasoning. 
arXiv 2017.



FiLM-Based Visual Reasoning



FiLM: Feature-wise Linear Modulation

• Means of integrating language and images 
(or merging modalities in general)



FiLM: CLEVR Accuracy
• FiLM achieves SOTA accuracy
• Despite no use of program data.
• Without strongly task-oriented model design.

program label use 
data augmentation 
training from pixels



How does FiLM reason?



How does FiLM reason?



Generalizing to Human Questions
CLEVR-Humans Task:
• Human-posed questions 

- Free-form 
- More complex 
- New vocab (underlined) 

• Small: 18K training samples



Next Steps: Back to GuessWhat?!

1. Take what we’ve learned from FiLM applied to CLEVR and apply it to 
GuessWhat?!. 

2. Explore impact of the Oracle improvements (from FiLM) on the RL 
training of the Question Generator. 

3. Continue exploring other applications of FiLM.

Question:  How to we apply FiLM (or something like it) to merging more than 
                  two domains? 



https://guesswhat.ai

Play with the AI Oracle!

https://guesswhat.ai

